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INLAND 
- ICE FISHl.·N . G. ·REGULATlON:S· -· 
FO~R. ·TH:'E:' I • 
1983 ·. ·- . · l 984·. 
ICE FISHING SEASON 
(FROM IC.E~IN .. 1983 THROUGH MARCH ·31, 1984) 
MAINE. DEPA.RIMENT. 
OF .. 
INLAND· FISHERIES .AND, WllDLIFE 
284 ST A TE STREET 
STATION #41 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04~33 
DEPARTMENT" OF 
-l:NLAND .f:ISHERIES 
: AND "WILDLIFE 
GLENN H. MANUEL, Cammissioner 
NORMAN "E. TRASK, Deputy Commissioner 
Members of Commissioner's Advisory Council 
NATHAN COHEN, Eastport 
DENNIS L. SMITH, Otter Creek 
ROBERT E. MOORE, Casco 
RODNEY W. ROSS, Brownville 
.CARROLL YORK; W. Forks 
.DR. ALVA APPLEBY, Skowhegan 
"FRANCIS D. DUNN, Patten 
MARC PLOURDE, Eagle Lake 
LICENSE FEES LISTED INSIDE BACK -COVER 
PHONE .NUMBHS YOU MIGHT ·NEED 
REGIONAL HEAD.QUARTERS 
(GAME WARDENS AND FISHERIES BIOLOGISTS) 
Ashland . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435-3231 .. . . . . .. .. or . ... . . (toll-f ree) 1-800-322-4011 
Augusta . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289-21 75 . .. . . .. .. . or ..... . (toll free) 1-800-322-3606 
·Bangor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 947-5211 . . .. . .... . or . ... .. (toll fre e) 1-800-332-2033 
Gray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657-2·345 . .. . . . . .. . or . ... . . (toll free) 1-800-322-1 333 
Greenv ille . . . . . . . . . . . . 695-3756 . ... . .. . .. or . .. . . . (toll free) 1-800-322-9844 
If you are unable to locate a warden at one of the above headqu arters, 
contact either the Department office.in Augusta (289-2766) or the nearest 
State ·Police barracks. 
A·dditional ·REGIONAL FISHERIES BIOLOGISTS 
Augusta . . ... ... . .. . . . 289~2536 
·Enfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 732-3234 
Machias . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255-3266 
Strong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 778-3324 
·STATE POLICE TOLL FREE NUMBERS 
Augusta ·} 
.Skowhegan 
Thomaston 
. 1-800-452-4664 
Houlton . . .. . ... . 1-800-432-7384 
Orono . . . . . . . . . . 1-800-432-7381 
Scarboro . . . . . . . 1-800-482-0730 
The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wi ldlife rece ives Federal 
:funds from the U.S Department of the Interior. According ly, all 
1Dep.artment ·programs and activitie.s ·must be operated fr.ee fro m 
.discrimination in -regard to race. colo r. national origi n, age or 
hand icap . Any person who believes .that he or she has been 
di·scriminated against should write to The Office of Equal 
Opportun ity, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240. 
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LAWS PERTAINING TO ICE FISHING · 
Closed waters. All inland waters are closed to ice fishing except those 
which have been opened by rule. 
Ten acre ponds. All ponds of 10 acres or less formed on brooks, 
streams or rivers are governed by the same fishing rules which apply to 
the brook, stream or river on which the pond is situated, whether the 
pond is natural or artificial. (This does not apply to private ponds.) 
Five-line restriction. A person may fish through the ice with not.more 
than 5 lines, all of which must be under the immediate supervision of the 
person who set them. 
Illegal fishing. It is unlawful .to fish other than by the use of the single 
baited hook and line, artificial flies, artificial lures and spinners, except 
that smelts may be taken in accordance with rules promulgated in regard 
to the taking of smelts. Use of a gaff is unlawful. 
Night fishing. Ice fishing at night (% hour after sunset until 112 hour 
before sunrise) is prohibited except that it is lawful to fish for cusk at 
night in waters which are open to ice fishing and smelts may be taken at · 
night from waters designated by special rule as being open to smelt 
fishing at night. 
Cusk lines. All lines set at night for cuskmust be visited at least once in 
every hour by the person who set them. 
Sale of certain fish prohibited. It is unlawful to buy or sell, directly or 
indirectly, any landlocked salmon, trout, togue, black bass, white perch, 
or pickerel, except that pickerel may be sold in Washington County. 
Advance baiting. It is unlawful to deposit any meat, bones, dead fish or 
other food material for the purpose of luring fish. 
Use of helicopter to transport fishermen. It is unlawful to use a 
helicopter to transport a fisherman or game fish to or from any pond 
under 10 acres in size or any beaver flowage. 
Failure to label fish. It is unlawful to keep black bass, salmon, togue or 
trout at any sporting camp, hotel or public lodging place without 
attaching to the fish the name and address of the person who caught 
them. 
Ice fishing shacks. All ice fishing shacks while on the ice of any inland 
waters must be labeled on the outside in 2-inch letters with the name and 
address of the owner. Ice fishing shacks must be removed from the ice of 
inland waters within 3 days after those waters close to ice fishing . 
GENERAL ICE FISHING RULES 
Possession limit. A person shall not possess at any time more fish 
than he may lawfully take in one day. 
Special bag limit. Whenever any waters have a special bag limit, no 
person shall possess more than one day's bag limit taken from those 
waters. 
County lines. Where county lines divide a body of water, the more 
liberal county rule shall apply. 
"Trout." The term "trout, " when used alone, includes only brook trout, 
brown trout, rainbow trout, sunapee trout and blueback trout. 
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(ICE FISHING RULES, continued) 
DAILY BAG AND POSSESSION LIMITS 
FOR ICE FISHING 
SALMON - TROUT - TOGUE 
In all counties, except as explained below or unless otherwise 
provided by special rule, the daily limit on salmon, trout and togue from 
any or all inland waters is 10 fish, not more than 5 of which may be taken 
from any or all lakes and ponds (all 10 may be taken from brooks, 
streams and rivers, if open to ice fishing) . The daily limit shall not include 
more than 2 salmon, 2 togue, 3 brown trout, 3 ra inbow trout. 
In ANDROSCOGGIN, CUMBERLAND, OXFORD and YORK COUNTIES the 
daily limit on salmon, trout and togue from any or all inland waters is 5 
fish , not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 togue, 3 brown trout, 3 rainbow 
trout. All 5 may be brook trout except from lakes and ponds in 
CUMBERLAND and YORK COUNTIES where not more than 3 may be brook 
trout. 
In WASHINGTON COUNTY the daily limit on salmon, trout and togue 
from any or all inland waters is 3 fish in any combination . 
In ;:iddition , no person shall take, catch or kill in any one day or 
possess at any time from any or all inland waters more than 7112 pounds 
in the aggregate of salmon, trout and togue, unless the last fish caught 
increases the combined weight to more than l1h pounds. 
BLACK BASS 
No person shall take, catch or kill in any one day or possess at any 
time from any or all inland waters more than 5 black bass nor more than 
7112 pounds of black bass, unless the last fish caught increases the 
combined weight to more than 7112 pounds. 
OTHER SPECIES 
SPECIES DAILY LIMIT 
Pickerel .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . ..... . . . . . . . . ....... . . .. ... . ... . 10 
Whitefish . . .... . . . .... . ...... .. . . .. . . . . .. . ......... .... . .. ... . . 8 
Smelts .. . ... ... . .. . ..... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . ..... ... . ... .. .. 2 quarts 
Other species .. .. . ... . .. . . .. .. . . .... .... . . . ... No limit restrictions 
MINIMUM LENGTH LIMITS FOR ICE FISHING 
- SEE EXCEPTIONS BELOW -
BROOKS, 
LAKES & PONDS STREAMS & RIVERS 
Sa lmon . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . .. .. .. . 14 inches ... . .. . .. 14 inches . .. .. . 
Togue (l ake trout) .. ... . . ..... .. 18 inches . . . . . ... . 18 inches . .. . . . 
Brown trout ..... .. .. . . .. ... .. . 12 inches .. . . . .... . 6 inches . . . .. . 
Ra inbow trout . .. . . . . . . . ...... . 12 inches .. . . ...... 6 inches . .. . . . 
Other trout .... .. .. .. . .. . . . . . ... 6 inches .. . . .... . . 6 inches . . . . . . 
Black bass . . . . . . .. .. . ... ...... 10 inches .... ... . . 10 inches ..... . 
Other species . .. . ......... . . . . . . . . . No length restrictions . . .. . ... . 
EXCEPTIONS: 
The minimum length limit on brook trout in lakes and ponds in 
CUMBERLAND, OXFORD and YORK COUNTIES is 8 inches. 
The min imum length limit on brown trout and rainbow trout in brooks, 
streams and rivers in WASHINGTON COUNTY is 8 inches. 
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REMOVAL OF HEADS AN.O. TAILS 
SPECIES IDENJJFICATION 
It is ·unlawful to detach the heads or.tails from salmon, trout, togue and · 
black bass unless the dressed length is equal to or greater than the legal 
length or unless the fish are being prepared for immediate cooking. 
It is unlawful to possess or. transport fish dressed in such a mann.er 
that the species of fish cannot be. identified unles·s the fish ar-e being 
prepared for· immediate cooking. 
(Smoking does not constitute cooking .) 
MARKING FISH · 
It is unlawful to tag, fin clip or otherwise mark any fish to be released 
alive into inland waters without expressed written consent from the 
Commis_sioner. 
SPECIAl ·RULES, 
The table printed below contains special rules which may apply to 
waters in· ANY county. Whenever any water is followed by an Sand a 
number, you must refer back to this table to determine which special rule 
applies. 
Special rules which occur only in one county will be printed at the end 
of the list of waters for that county: 
SPECIAL RULES 
S-1: Closed to the taking of smelts: 
S-2: Smelts may be taken only by hook·and line. 
S-3: Night fishing for smelts permitted; 3 hooks per line permitted, 
hooks to be not less than 4 inches apart. 
S-4: Use or possession of live fish as bait is prohibited. 
S-5: Smelts may be taken at night. 
S-6: Open :to night fishing for smelts, yellow perch, and chubs. 
S-7: Boundary waters with New Brunswick: see page 22. 
S-8: Restricted to two lines per person. 
S-9: Boundary waters with New Hampshire: see page 22. 
S-10: Two fish daily bag limit in ·the aggregate of salmon and tog1:1e. 
S-11: Two fish daily bag .limit in the aggregate of salmon, trout, and 
togue. 
S-12: No size or bag limit on bass and pickerel. 
S-13: No size or bag limit on bass . 
S-14: Minimum length limit on togue: 20 inches. 
S-15: Three fish daily bag limit in the aggregate of salmon, trout and 
togue, not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout or 1 togue. 
S-16: Five fish daily bag limit in the aggregate of salmon, trout and 
togue, not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout or 2 togue. 
NOTICE 
if THE WATER YOU ARE LOOKING FOR IS NOT LISTED: 
In AROOSTOOK,. FRANKLIN, OXFORD, PISCATAQUIS and SOMERSET 
COUNTIES, lakes and ponds which are not listed· are CLOSED to all ice 
fishing. 
In all OTHER COUNTIES, lakes and ponds which are not listed are OPEN 
to ice fishing for all fish duriAg January, February and :March . 
Most brooks, streams and rivers are CLO.SEQ to ice. fishing. Any that 
ARE open will be so listed under· the appropriate County Heading. '· 
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"· ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY 
:rD USE THIS ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY SECTION 
Look for.the name of the lake or pond you wish to fis.h. IF-IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
. January 1st ·and then open to ice fishing for all.fish from January 1st through March 31st. (All 
brooks, streams and· rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule. Any that 
are open WILL be listed.) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: · Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon, trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31; and then open to ice fi shing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31 . 
C: Closed to ice fishing. 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
· provisrons set forth. for A and B waters.) 
AN: Special ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY rule in effect - see county rules at the end of the 
following list of waters. 
Androscoggin Lake, Wayne and Leeds. 
A, S-5 
Androscoggin River . A 
Androscoggin River , Little. AN-3 
Auburn Lake, Auburn. C 
Bartlett Pond , Livermore. C 
Basin, The, Auburn. A 
Bear ponds, Big & Little , Turner . A 
Berry Pond , Greene. A 
Black (Snake) Pond, Turner. A 
Brettun's Pond , Livermore .. B, S-12 
Crysta l (Beals) Pond, Turner .. B, S-2 
Hooper Pond , Gre-ene. A 
Lard Pond, Turner. A 
Long Pond, Livermore. A 
Loon Pond, Sabattus. A 
Mud Pond , Mechanic Falls . A 
Mud Pond , Turner. A 
Moose Hill Pond , Livermore Fall s. A 
Nelson Pond , Livermore. C 
. Ne~inscot River, Turner. AN-1 
No Name Pond, Lewiston. A 
Pleasant Pond , Turner. B, S-12 
Pumphouse Pond, Poland Spring . A 
Rack Pond, Livermore Falls. A 
Range Pond , Lower, Poland. A 
Round Pond, Livermore. B, S-12 
Round F'ond, Turner. A 
Runaround (Stone Mill) Pond , Durham. A 
Sabattus Pond , Greene, Wales, & 
Sabattus, A 
.Sandy Bottom Pond , Turner. A 
Schoolhouse Pond, Livermore Falls. A 
Spear Pond, Sabattus. A 
Sutherland Pond , Sabattus. A 
Thompson Lake, Poland (also Cumberland 
and Oxford counties). AN-2 
Tripp Lake, Poland.· A 
Turner Pond, Livermore Falls . A 
Wilson Pond, Little, Turner and. Auburn.C 
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
AN-1: Nezinscot River - Open to ice fishing from the time ice forms in the fall until March 31 
under the general laws, from the Central Maine Power Company transmission line crossing said 
river approx imately 500 yards below the junction with Martin Stream to the dam in Turner Vil lage. 
AN-2: Thompson Lake - Open .for all fish February and March, except night fishing for cusk is 
permitted during January, February, and March. Fishing restricted to 2 lines per person. Smelts 
may be taken only by hook and line. Daily limit on sa lmon : 1 fish ; da ily limit on togue: 1 fish . 
Minimum length limit on sa lmon 16 inches . 
AN-3: Little Androscoggin River - Open per Class A is that section of the river from the 
Oxford /Mechanic Falls town line to its confluence with the Androscoggin River in Auburn (see 
also Oxford County). 
- AROOSTOOK COUNTY 
TO USE THIS AROOSTOOK COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the water you wish to fish . IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED to all ice 
fishing . 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the ru les 
whi ch are in effect. The meanings of th e letter codes are as fo llows: 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon , trout , togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
tile fall until December 31; and then open to ice fish ing fo r all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fi shing until January 1 an d then open to ice fishing fo r all fish from January 1 
th rough March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing. 
S: Specia l rule in effect - see table on .page 5. ( Note ~ Sp·ecial rules may res tr ict the general 
. provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
AK: Spec ial AROOSTOOK COUNTY .rule in effect - see coun ty rules at the end of the following 
li st of waters . 
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(AROOSTOOK COUNTY, continued) 
BE SURE TO CHECK THE BOUNDARY WATER RULES BETWEEN ·MAINE AND NEW 
BRUNSWICK - THESLWATERS WILL BE LISTED AS S-7, AND THE RULES CAN BE 
FOUND ON PAGE 22. 
Arnold Brook Recreation Watershed Lake, Macwahoc Lake, Upper, Sherman, T3R4. A 
Presque Isle .. B Macwahoc Lake, Lower, T2R4. A 
Aroostook River from the juncti.on of · Mattaseunk Lake, Molunkus:· A 
Millinocket Stream and Munsungan Stream, Mattawamkeag Lake, Upper and Lower, 
TBRB·; downstream to the F.'.resque Isle Island Falls and T4R3. A 
River bridg e-. B, AK-3 Molunku s Lake , T1R5 , Molunkus and 
Reau.Lake, 'T9R11 , T20R11 , T20R12. B, S-4 Macwahoc. B 
Black" River, BTg , T14R15. AK-4 Mud Pon d, T4R3, Oakfield . A 
Brackett Lake, Weston. A .,Mud Pond, Li nneus. A 
Bradbury Lake, New Limer.ick. A Mud Pond, New Limerick. A 
Caribou Lake, Island Falls , T3R4. A Musquacook La ke, First, T11R11 , T12R11 . 
Carr Po nd, T1 3R8. B, AK-6 B, AK-5 
Chandl er Lake,.T9R8. B Musquacook Lake, Second , T11R11 . B; AK-5 
Cochrane Lake, Smyrna, New Limerick. A Musquacook Lake, Third , T11R11 . B, AK~5 
County Road Lake, New Limerick. A North Lake. S-7 
Cross Lake, T16R5, T1 7R5. AK-1 Nickerson Lake, New Limeri ck , Linneus. 
Cr.ystal Lake, Hersey. A B, S-2 
Drew .Lake (a lso cal led Meduxnekeag Lake), .Pleasant .Lake, Island ·Falls -ar'ld T 4R3. 
Oakf ield, New Lim erick, and Linneus. B, AK-2 
B, ·S-2 ·Plunkett Pond , Benedicta, Silver Ridge. A 
Eagle Lake, Wallagrass, Eagle Lake, T16R5, Portage Lake, Portage Lake Twp . 
. T16R6. AK-1 ' B, S-2, S-3 
Faulkner Lake, Weston. A Portland Lake, Bridgewater. B, S-2, S-3 
Flinn Pond. T1 R5 a.nd Benedicta .' A Pratt Lake, T11 R9. B 
Glancy Lake, New Limerick: A Reed Pond , Macwahoc. A 
Glazier Lake, T18R8. S-7 Ro we Lake, T11R8. B,.S-3 
Grand Lake. East. S-7 Russel l Pond , Linneus. A 
Green Po nd , New Limerick. A Skitacook Lake, Oakfi eld, T4R3. A 
Greenlaw Pond, T12R7, T12RB. B Spaulding Lake, Oakfield . A, AK-7 
Hannigan Pond , New Limerick. A Squa Pan Lake, T10R4, T11R4, Masardis, 
Haywire Pond , T1R5 and Benedicta . A · Ash land. B, S-3 
Hot Brook Lake, Lower, Bancroft Square Lake, T15 and 16R5.·S-11, AK-1 
(See Washin gton. County) . • St. Cro.ix Lake, T8R4, T7R4. B 
Hunter or Town Line Pond, Linneu:; .. A St. Fro id Lake, Winterville, T14R7. 
Long Lake, Oakfield. A . B, S-2, S-3 
Long Lake, St. Agatha, T17R3, Madawaska, Thoroughfare, The, Between North and East 
T17R4. AK-1 Grand Lakes. ·S-7 
Longfellow Lake, or Deering Lake, Orient Umcolcus Lake, T7R5, T8R5 (also Penobscot 
and Weston. B County). B 
Longley La ke, Orient. A Wheelock Lake , St. John Pit. B, S-4 
Machias Lake, Big, T12R8. B, S-3 Wytopitlock Lake, Glenwood , T2R4. A 
Machias Lake, Little , Nashville Pit. B 
AROOSTOOK COUNTY SPECIAL RUlES 
AK-1: Cross, Eagle, Long, Square Lakes .:_ Open to ice fishing for smelts and cusk at night only 
( 1/2 hour after sunset until 'h hour before sunrise) from January 1 to January 14; then open to ice 
fishing for all fish from Janua ry 15 to Mar"ch 15 with night fishing for sme lts permitted. Smelts 
may be tak en only by hook and li ne, 3 hooks per line permitted . hooks to be not less than 4 inches 
apart. 
AK•2: Pleasant Lake - Open to ice fishing for smelts from the time the ice fo rms in the fa ll until 
March 31 , night fishing permitted, 3 hoo ks per line permitted, hooks to be not less than 4 inches 
apart 
AK~3: Ar.oostook River - Daily bag limit on trout: 2 fish . Fishing restri cted to 2 li nes per pe rson. 
AK-4: Big Black River , from the confluence of Five Mile Brook upriver to the confluence of Depot 
Stream - Open per Class B. Also S-8 and S-11. 
AK-5: 1st. 2nd, 3rd Musquacook Lakes - Daily bag limit on sa lmon, trout and togue: 5 fish in the 
aggrega te, not to include more than one togue 
AK-6: Carr Pond - Daily bag limi t on salmon, trout and togue: 2 fish in the aggregate, not to 
include more than one to gue. Fishi ng restric ted to 2 lines per person . 
AK-7: Spaulding Lake - Open to ice fishing at night for smelts, perch and pickerel. 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY 
TO USE TH.IS CUMBERLAND COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fisli. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED unti l 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing fo r all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (All 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by ru le. Any that 
are open WILL be li sted .) 
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(CUMBERLAND COUNTY, continued).: 
If the water you wish to fish IS. listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon , trout, togue and bass from the time ice form s in 
the fall .until December 3.1; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
throu gh March 31 : 
C: Closed to ice fi shing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see. table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general · 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
CD: Special CUMBERLAND COUNTY rule in effect - see county rules at the·end of the following 
list of waters . 
IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY; THE. MINIMUM LENGTH LIMIT ON BROOK TROUT'IS g.., 
INCHES IN ALL LAKES AND PONDS. 
Adams Pond, Bridgton. C 
Aldens Pond, Gorham. C 
Barker Pond, Sebago (a lso Oxford 
County) . A 
Beaver Pond, Bridgton. A 
Bonny Eagle Pond, Standish (al so York 
County). A 
Brandy Pbnd (Bay of Naples), Naples. A 
Brown Pond, Sebago. A 
Capisic Pond, Portland, A 
Clark Pond , Portland. A 
Coffee Pond, Casco. C 
Cold Rain Pond, Naples and Sebago .. A 
Collins Pond, Windham. A 
Crescent Lake, Casco, Raymond. A. 
Crystal Lake (Dry Pond). Gray. Bi S-2. 
Duck Pond, Little, Windham . A 
Dumpling Pond , Casco. A 
Dundee Pond, Standish. A 
Farwell Bog, Raymond. A 
Forest Lake, Gray and Cumberland . A 
Gorham Pond, North, Windham 
and Standish. A 
Great Pond , Cape Elizabeth. A 
Half Moon Pond, Baldwin. A . 
Hancock Pond , Sebago (also Oxford 
County) . B . 
Holt Pond, Bridgton. A 
Ingalls Pond , Baldwin. A 
Ingalls Pond, Bridgton. A 
Island Pond, Harrison and Waterford. ·A · 
Mariners Pond, Sebago. A 
Middle Pond, Sebago and Hiram. A 
Mild (Mile) Pond,. Falmouth. A 
Mill Pond, Windham. A 
Moose Pond , Bridgton (also Oxford 
County). B 
Mud ponds, Upper and Lower, Windham. C 
Notched Pond, Gray, Raymond. C 
Nubble Pond, Raymond . B 
Otte'r ponds (4), Standish. A 
Otter Pond , Bridgton. A 
Owl Pond, Casco. A 
Parker Pond, Casco. A 
Peabody Pond, Naples and Sebago. CD-3 
Perley Pond, Seb'ago. A, 
Pettingill Pond, Wifldham. A 
Pleasant Lake, Gasco (a lso Oxford County) . 
B, S"2 · 
Presumpscot River. A 
Raymond Pond , Raymond. B; S..:12 _ 
Richvi lle Mill Pond, Standish . A 
Sabbathday Lake, New Gloucester. 
B, S-2, S-12 
Saco River. CD-1 
Sanborn 's-Mill Pond, West Baldwin. A 
Sand Pond , Baldwin. A 
Sebago Lake, ·Naples, Sebago, etc . CD-2 
Southeast Pond, Sebago (also Oxford 
County) . A 
Tarkill Pond , Windham. A 
Thomas Pond; Casco : A 
Thompson Lake, Casco (see Androscoggin 
County) (a lso in Oxford County). 
Thorn Pond; Baldwin. A 
Trickey Pond , Naples. B, S-12 
Watchic Lake, Little, Standish. A 
Wood Pond, Bridgton. A 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
CD-1: Saco River - From New Hampshire border to tidewater: open per Class B. (Also in Oxford 
and York counties .) 
CD-2: Sebago Lake - Open per Class B. Restricted to 2 lines per person in the daytime ('h hr. 
before sunrise to 'h hr. after sunset) . Two togue daily bag limit. Trout and salmon may not be 
taken by ice fishing. Smelts may be taken only by hook and line. Closed to all ice fishing is that 
portion of Sebago Lake within 3,000 feet of a red post on the shore marking a point between the 2 
Portland Water District intakes. Also closed is the area within 100 feet of the Standish intake. 
CD-3: Peabody Pond , Naples and Sebago - open per Class B except that trout and salmon may 
not be taken by ice fishing. Smelts may be taken only by hook and line. No size or.bag limit on 
bass or pickerel. 
FRANKLIN COUNTY · 
TO USE THIS FRANKLIN COUNTY' SECTION 
Look for the riame of the water you wish to fish . IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED to all ice 
fishing . 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except sa lmon_. trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31 
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B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31 . 
C: Closed to ice fishing 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
FN: Special FRANKLIN COUNTY rules - none thi s year. 
Androscoggin River. A Lufkin Pond, Phillips. B 
Ballard Pond , Farmington, Temple. A Mill Pond, New Vineyard . A 
Chain of Ponds, Chain of Ponds. B Mud Pond, Chesterville. A 
Clearwater Pond, Industry and Farmington. B Mud Pond , Jay. A 
Crowell Pond , Chesterville, New Sharon (also Norcross Pond, Chesterville. A 
Kennebec County). A North Pond , Chesterville. A 
Daggett's Pond, New Vineyard . A Parker Pond (Mirror Lake, Parkis Pond) , 
Drury Pond, Temple. A Jay. A 
Fellows Pond , Chesterville. A Porter Lake, Strong and New Vineyard . B 
Flagstaff Lake (also Somerset County) . A Round Pond , Chesterville. A 
Gammon Pond, Freeman and New Sand Pond, Chesterville. A 
Portland. A Shallow Pond, Jim Pond Twp. A 
Greenbush Pond , Jim Pond Twp. A Taylor Hill Pond, Strong. A 
Haley Pond , Rangeley and Dallas. B, S-4 Walton's Mill Pond , Farmington . A 
Halfmoon Pond , Carthage. A Weathering Pond , Eustis. A 
Horseshoe Pond, Chesterville. A Webb Lake, Weld. B 
Lily Pond , New Vineyard . A Wilson Pond, Wilton. B 
Locke Pond , Chesterville. A 
HANCOCK COUNTY 
TO USE THIS HANCOCK COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (Al l 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule . Any that 
are open Will be listed .) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect . The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon , trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
HK: Special HANCOCK COUNTY rule in effect - see county rules at the end of the following list 
of waters . 
Abrams Pond, Eastbrook and Franklin. A 
Alamoosook Lake, Orland . A 
Alligator Lake, T28 & 34. B, S-8 
Aunt Betty's Pond , Bar Harbor. C 
Black Pond, Sedgwick. A 
Blunt Pond , Lamoine. A 
Bogus Meadow Pond , T7SD. C 
Bracey Pond, T34. A 
Branch Lake, Ellsworth. B, S-11 
Brandy Pond , T39MD. A 
Breakneck ponds, The Two, Bar Harbor. C 
Brewer Lake, Bucksport (also Penobscot 
County) . A 
Bubble Pond, Bar Harbor. C 
Burnt Pond , Otis and Dedham (also 
Penobscot County). C, HK-1 
Burntland Lake, T35MD. C 
Burntland Pond , Stonington. C 
Chain Lake, Middle, T4ND. A 
Chain Lake, Upper, T4ND. A 
Chalk Pond , Beddington and Twp. 22. A 
Craig Pond , Orland . B, S-14 
Crystal Pond , T40MD. C 
Dead River, Orland . A 
Debee Pond, Amherst. C 
Dee1 Lake, Twµ . 34. A 
Duck Pond , Franklin. A 
Duck Pond, Little , Ellsworth and Dedham. A 
Ducktail Pond , Amherst. C 
Eagle Lake, Bar Harbor. HK-3 
Eagle Lake, Twp. 34. A 
Echo Lake, Mt. Desert. B, HK-4 
Echo Lake, Little , Mt. Desert . C 
Floods Pond, Otis . C, HK-1 
Forbes Pond, Gouldsboro. A 
Fourth Pond, Blue Hill. A 
Fox Pond, T10SD. C 
Gassabias Lake, T41MD. A 
Georges Pond, Franklin. A 
Giles Pond, Aurora. C 
Graham Lake, Ellsworth , Mariaville, Waltham 
and Twp. 8. A 
Great Pond , Franklin. A 
Green Lake, Dedham and Ellsworth. B, S-2 
Hadlock Pond , Upper, Mt. Desert. C 
Half Mile Pond, Aurora. C 
Hamilton Lake, Bar Harbor. A 
Hancock Pond , Bucksport. A 
Harriman Pond, Dedham. C 
Hatcase Pond, Dedham (a lso Penobscot 
County) . C 
Hodgdon Pond, Tremont and Mt. Desert. A 
Hopkins Pong , Mariaville (a lso Penobscot 
County) . B, S-8, S-14 
I lothole Pond , Orland . A 
Hurd Pond, Dedham. A 
Jones Pond, Gouldsboro. B, S-12 
Jordan Pond, Mt. Desert. B, S-11 
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Killman Pond, T4ND. C 
Ki ng Pond, T33. C 
Lead Mountain Pond, Lower, Twp. 28. A 
Lead Mountain Pond, Middle, Twp. 28. A 
Lead Min. Pond, Upper. T22MD, T28MD. 
B, S-2 
Leonard Lake, Ell sworth. A 
Li ly Pond, Deer Isle. C 
Little Pond, Twp. 33. A 
Long Pond, Aurora and Pit. 33. C 
Long Pond, Bucksport. A 
Long Pond, Seal Harbor. C 
Loon Pond. T40MD. C 
Lovejoy Pond, T34MD. C 
Middle Branch Bog, Aurora . A 
Middle Branch Pond, Lower, Aurora. C 
Middle Branch Pond, Upper. Au rora. C 
Mill Pond, Franklin. A 
Mitchell Pond, Dedham. C 
Morancy Pond, Sullivan. A 
Morrison Pond, Otis. A 
Morrison Pond, Twp. 3. A 
Moulton Pond, Dedham and Bucksport. C 
Mountainy Pond, Dedham. A 
Mud Pond, Bucksport. A· 
Mud Pond, Pit. 33. A 
Muddy Pond. Otis. A 
Narraguagus Lake. T16MD, T9 and T10SD. C 
Noyes Pond (Norris Pond). Blue Hill. C 
Otter Bog, T9SD. A 
Oxhead Pond, Lower, T40MD. A 
Oxhead Pond, Middle, T40MD. A 
Oxhead Pond , Upper, T40MD. C 
Parker Pond, Brooksville. A 
Partridge Pond, Amherst. C 
Patten Pond, Lower. Surry and Ellsworth . 
B, HK-2 
Phillips Lake, Dedham. B, S-12 
Pickerel Pond , T32MD. A 
Pierce Pond, Penobscot. A 
Pistol Lake, Middle, T4ND . C 
Pistol Lake, Side, T3ND and T4ND. C 
Pistol Lake. Upper. T4ND. C 
Rift Pond , T33. C 
Rocky Pond , Orland . A 
Rocky Pond , Otis. A 
Rocky Pond, Twp. 22. A 
Round Pond , Mt. Desert. A 
Round Pond, Little. Mt. Desert. A 
Sabao Lake. Lower, T35MD. A 
Salmon Pond, T10SD . C 
Scammon Pond, Eastbrook. A 
Second Pond, Blue Hill . A 
Silver Lake, Bucksport. A 
Simmons Pond, Hancock. C 
Snake Pond, Brooksville. A 
Snowshoe Pond, Amherst. C 
Somes Pond, Mt. Desert. A 
Spectacle ponds, Upper and Lower, 
Twp. 21 . A 
Sperry Pond, Blue Hill. C 
Styles Lake, T35MD . A 
Trout Pond, T40MD. C 
Tunk Pond, Little , Sullivan. C 
Unknown Lake. Lower; T4ND. A 
Unknown Lake. Middle, T4ND. A 
Webbs Pond. Eastbrook and Waltham. A 
Webbs Pond, Little, Waltham. A 
West Lake, T3ND and T40MD. B, S-2 
Wight Pond, Penobscot. A 
Williams Pond, Bucksport. A 
Wormwood Pond, Ellsworth. A· 
Young 's Pond, Otis. C 
HANCOCK COUNTY SPECJAL RULES 
HK-1: Burnt and Floods ponds - No person shall ice fish at said Floods Pond ; no person shall 
engage in or attempt to engage in ice fish ing on said Burnt Pond ; no person shall engage in or 
attempt to engage in any recreational activity whatsoever within the area situated between 
Floods Pond and Burnt Pond . No person shall wash linen or other articles of personal apparel in 
the waters of either Floods Pond or Burnt Pond. Any person violating this section shall be 
punished by a fine of not more than $100 for each such offense. 
HK-2: Lower Patten Pond - Minimum length on brown trout: 16 inches. No bag limit on pickerel. 
HK-3: Eagle Lake. Bar Harbor - Open per Class B. Daily bag limit on salmon, trout, and togue: 5 
fish , not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout, or 2togu e. Minimum length limit on brook trout: 12 
inches. Minimum length on salmon, 16 inches. Only live or dead fish or artificial lures may be used 
as bait. 
HK-4: Echo Lake - Daily bag limit on brook trout: 2 fi sh. Minimum length limit on brook trout: 12 
inches. 
KENNEBEC COUNTY 
TO USE THIS KENNEBEC COUNTY SECTION. 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish . IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (Al l 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule. Any that 
are open WILL be listed.) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
wh ich are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as foll ows: 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon. trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31 
B: Closed to fishing unti l January 1 and then open to ice fishing for al l fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing. 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Specia l rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
KC: Special KENNEBEC COUNTY·rule in effect - see county rules at the end of the following list 
of waters . 
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· Androscoggin Lake, Wayne and Leeds (see 
" Androscoggin County). 
Annabessacook Lake, Monmouth and 
Winthrop. A 
Basin Pond, Fayette . C 
Bean Pond , Sidney. A 
Berry Pond ; Wayne and Winthrop. A 
Black Pond, Vienna. A 
Bog ·Pond, Monmouth and Leeds. A 
B0g Pond (Apple Valley Lake) , Winthrop. A 
Brainard Pond, Readfield. A 
Branch Pond , China (also Waldo County) . A 
Burgess Pond, Fayette. A 
Carlton Pond, Winthrop.'C 
'Chamberlain Pond , Belgrade. C 
Cobbossee,Lake, Winthrop, ·Monmouth, etc . B 
Cobbossee Lake, Little, .Winthrop. A 
Cobbosseecontee Stream,,Gardiner, West 
Gardiner and Litchfield . A · 
Crowell Pond, Vienna (see Franklin County). 
Dam Pond , Augusta . A 
David Pond , Fayette. A 
Dead Stream, Readfield (below Mill Dam) A 
Dead Stream Pond, Mt. Vernon. A 
Desert Pond, Mt. Vernon. C 
Dexter Pond , Winthrop and Wayne. A 
Doctor Pond, Sidney. A 
Dutton Pond . China. A 
Egypt Pond, Vienna and Chesterville C 
Emery (Mud) Pond, Sidney . A 
Evans Pond,. China. A 
Evers (Anderson) Pond, Augusta . A 
Fox Pond, Windsor. A 
Givens (Longfellow) Pond, Windsor (also 
Lincoln County) . A 
Gould Pond , Sidney. C 
Greeley Pond , Augusta . A 
Hales Pond, Fayette. A 
Hamilton Pond, Belgrade. A 
Hopkins Pond , Mt. Vernon. A 
Horseshoe Pond, Litchfield . and .West 
·Gardiner. A 
Hutchinson (Hudson or Sanborn) Pond , 
Manchester and Farmingdale. A 
Ingham ·Pond , Mt. Vernon. ·A 
Jamies (Jimmy!s) P.ond : Farmingdale and 
Manchester. C 
Jimmy Pond, Li tchfield . A 
Joe Pond , Sidney and Belgrade. A 
Johnson Pond , Waterville. C 
Joice Pond , Pittston and Whitefield (also 
Lincoln County). A 
Kennebec Ri ve r. A 
Kezar Pond , Winthrop. A 
Kidder Pond , Vienna.· A 
·Kimball Pond, Vienna and New Sharon. C 
.Lily Pond , Sidney. A 
Little Pond , Rome. A 
Long Pond, Rome, Belgrade and Mt. 
Vernon. C 
Long Pond, Windsor, Somerville and 
Jefl.erson (also Lincoln County). A 
:Loon Pond, Litchfield. A 
Lovejoy Pond, Albion. A 
Lovejoy Pond , Wayne, Fayette and 
Readfield . A 
Messal0nskee Stream (also Somerset 
County) . A 
Minnehonk Lake, Mt. .Vernon. KC-4 
Moody Pond, Windsor. A 
Moose Pond, Mt. Vernon. A 
Mosher Pond , Fayette. A 
Mud Pond , Fayette. A 
Mud Pond, 'Monmouth. A 
Mud Pond , Mt. Vernon. A 
Mud Pond , Winslow and China. A 
Mud Pond; Windsor and Augusta. A 
• Muddy"Pond, Wayne. A 
Muldoon 'Pond , China. A 
Narrows Pond , Upper and Lower, Winthrop. 
.KC-3 
:Nehumkeag Pond, Pittston. KC-1 
North Pond , Rome and Smithfield (also 
Somerset County). A 
Parker Pond, Mt. Vernon, Vienna and 
Fayette KC-5 
Pattee Pond , Winslow. A 
· P.ickerel Pond , Wayne . A 
Pleasant (Mud) Pond, Gardiner, Litchfield 
. and West Gardiner (also-Sagadahoc 
County) A 
Pocasset Lake, Wayne. A 
.Purgatory Pond , Little , Litchfield. A 
Round Pond, Rome. A 
· Schoolhouse Pond, Fayette. A 
Sebasticook River. .KC-2 
Shedd Pond , Manchester. ·A 
Silver Lake (Figure-8 Pond) , Manchester and 
Sidney. C 
Taylbr·(Mill) Pond , Mt. Vernon . A 
:Three Cornered Pond , Augusta. A 
Tilton Pond , Fayette. A 
Tinkham Pond , Chelsea. A 
Tagus Pond, Augusta. B 
Tagus Pond, Little, Augusta . A 
Togus Pond, Lower, Augusta. A 
Tolman Pond , Augusta . A 
Torsey Lake, Mt. Vernon and Readfield . A 
Tyler Lake, Manchester. C 
Ward Pond , Sidney. A 
Watson Pond , Rome. A 
Wellman Pond , Belg rade and Sidney. C 
Wellman Pond , Chelsea . A 
Whittier Pond , Rome. A 
Whittier Pond, Vienna. A 
KENNEBEC COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
KC-1: Nehumkeag Pond - Open to ice fi shing for all species from the-time ice forms in the fall 
through March 31. 
KC~2: Sebasti cook River - Open per Class A from Great Moose Pond in Hartland -to its 
confluence with the Kennebec River in Winslow. 
KC-3: ··Narrows ponds, Upper and Lower - Open perClass' B. No ice fishing within 500feet of th e 
intake pipe on Upper Narrows. 
KC-4: Minnehonk Lake - Open per Class· B. Smelts may- be taken at night. length limit on brook 
trout, togue and splake (br.ook trout-togue hybrid) : 12 inches . 
. KC-5: Parker Pond - Open to ice. fishing for all fish du ring the month of January only. Smel ts 
may be taken only by hook and line. Length limit on salmon: 16 inches. 
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KNOX COUNTY 
TO USE THIS KNOX COUNTY SECTJON , 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wi sh to fish . IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fi sh from January 1st through March 31st. (All 
brooks , streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule . An y that 
are open Will be listed.) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
wh ich are in eff ec t. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except sa lmon , trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fishing unti l January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: Special ru le in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters .) 
KX: Special KNOX ·coUNTY rules - none this year. 
Alford Lake, Hope. B, S-2, S-13 Lily Pond , Rockport. A 
Chickawaukie Lake, Rockport and Maces Pond , Rockport. A 
Rocklan d. B, S-2 Mansfield Pond , Hope. A 
Crystal Pond . Washington. B; S-13 Megunticook Ri ver, Camden. A 
Fish Pond , Hope. A Mirror Lake, Rockport. C 
Forest Lake, Fr iendship. C Mud Pond, Union. A 
Fresh Pond, North Haven. A Newbert Pond , Appleton . A 
Grassy Pond , Rockport. A Rocky Pond , Rockport. A 
Havener Pond, Warren (also Lincoln Round Pond, Union. A 
County). A Round Pond, Vinalhaven . A 
Hobbs Pond , Hope. A. Salt Pond . Friendship and Cushing . C 
Hosmer Pond , Camden. A Sherman Mill Pond , Appleton. A 
Iron Po nd, Washington. C South Pond, Warren. A 
Johnson Po nd . Appleton. A Spring Pond (Muddy Pond), Washington. A 
Lermond Pond, Hope. A White Oak Pond, Warren A 
Lily Pond , Hope . A Washington Pond, Washington. A, S-13 
LINCOLN COUNTY 
TO USE THIS .LINCOLN COUNTY SECTION · 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish . IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (All 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule . Any that 
are open Will be listed.) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows: 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except sa lmon , trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishi ng . 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the .general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters .) 
LN: Special LINCOLN COUNT"Y' rules - none this yea r 
Adams Pond, Boothbay Harbor. C Lily Pond , Somerville. A 
Biscay Pond , Little, Bremen. A Lily Pond. Edgecomb. A 
Burns Pond, Waldoboro . A Long Pond, Somerville & Jefferson (see 
Clary Lake (Pleasant Pond), Whitefield & Kennebec County) . 
Jefferson. A Mccurdy Pond, Bremen. A 
Cooks Pond. Nobleboro. A Medomak Pond , Waldoboro . A 
Deer Meadow Pond , Jefferson. A Musquash Pond . Jefferson. A 
Dick's Pond , Bristol. C Paradise Pond (formerly Muddy Pond ), 
Duckpuddle Pond , Waldoboro. A Damariscotta. A 
Dyer Long Pond, Jefferson. A Peters (Gross) Pond , Waldoboro. C 
Dyer Pond, Litt le, Jefferson. A Ross Pond, Bristol. C 
Flood Pond . Jefferson. A Sawyers Pond , Southport. C 
Gard iner's Pond , Wi scasset. A Sherman Lake, Newcastle. A 
Givens (Longfellow) Pond, Whitefield (see Sidensparker Pond, Waldoboro. A 
Kennebec County) . Three Cornered Pond , Jefferson. A 
Hasting 's Pond. Bristol. C Tobias Pond, Nobleboro and Waldoboro. A 
Havener Pond , Waldoboro (see Knox County). Travel Pond , Jefferson. A 
Horne Pond, Jefferson. A Turner Mill Pond, Somervi lle and Palermo. A 
James Pond , Somerville. A Weary Pond, Whitefield . A 
Joice Pond , Whitefi eld (see Kennebec County). Webber Pond, Bremen. A 
Litt le Pond, Damariscotta. C Wiley Pond, Boothbay. C 
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OXFORD COUNTY 
TO USE THIS OXFORD COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the water you wish to fi sh. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED to all ·ice 
fishing . 
If the wa te r you wish to fi sh IS li sted , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rul es 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows: 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fi sh exce pt salmon . trout . togue and ba ss from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 and then open to ice fi sh ing for all fi sh from January 1 through March 
31 . 
B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see tabl e on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
OD: Special OXFORD COUNTY rul e in effect -see county rules at the end of the following list of 
waters . 
BE SURE TO CHECK THE BOUNDARY WATER RULES BETWEEN MAINE AND NEW 
HAMPSHIRE - THESE WATERS WILL BE LISTED AS S-9, AND THE RULES CAN BE 
FOUND ON PAGE 22. 
IN OXFORD COUNTY, THE MINIMUM LENGTH LIMIT ON BROOK TROUT IS 8 INCHES IN 
ALL LAKES AND PONDS. 
Anasagunticook (Canton) Lake, Canton and 
Hartford . B 
Androscoggin River. A 
Androscoggin River . Little (also Andros· 
coggin County) . OD-2 
Barker Pond, Hiram (see Cumberland County). 
Bear Pond, Waterford . B. S-12 
Bear ponds, Big and Little . Hartford (s ee 
And roscogg in County). 
Beaver Pond, Denmark. A 
Berry Pond . Sweden . A 
Bickford Pond . Porter. B 
Bill Rich Pond . Otisfield . A 
Bird Pond, Norway A 
Black Pond. Sweden. A 
Black Pond , Fryeburg. A 
Black Pond , Porter. A 
Bog Pond, Fryeburg . A 
Bog Pond, Waterford . A 
Boston Pond , Denmark. A 
Bradley Pond , Lovell. A 
Brownfield Bog , so-called , on the east side 
of the Saco River. Brownfield and Fryeburg. A 
Bryant Pond, Hiram. A 
Bryant Pond, Woodstock and Greenwood. 
OD-1 
Bunganock Pond . Hartford. A 
Burnt Meadow Pond, Brownfield . B· 
Burnt/and Pond, Albany. A 
Chalk Pond . Albany. A 
Charles Pond. Fryeburg. A 
Clemons ponds, Big and Little, Hiram. A 
Colcord Pond . Porter. B, S-12 
Concord Pond, Big, Woodstock. A 
Dan Charles Pond, Lovell . A 
Davis Pond . Rumford. A 
Duck Pond, Waterford. A 
Farrington Pond, Lovell. A 
Forest Pond . Canton. A 
Furlong Pond, Albany, Greenwood and 
Norway. A 
Granger Pond , Denmark. A 
Green Pond , Oxford. A 
Haley Pond . Fryeburg. A 
Hillfmnnn Pnnrl , Mexico. A 
Hancock Pond , Denmark (see Cumberland 
County). 
Heald Pond . Lovell. A 
Hicks Pond, Greenwood. A 
Hogan Pond , Oxford. A 
Horseshoe Pond, Andover . A 
Horseshoe Pond, Denmark. A 
Horseshoe Pond, Lovell and Stoneham: 
B, S-12 
Hunts Pond. Fryeburg. A ' 
Hutchinson Pond, Albany. A 
Ingalls Bog (headwaters of Willette Brook). 
Denmark. A 
Island Pond, Waterford . A 
Joe's Pond , Rumford. A 
Keoka Lake, Waterford. B, S-2, S-5 
Keewaydin Lake, Stoneham. B 
Keys Pond , Sweden A 
Ke1ar Lake , Lovell and Stoneham. 
B, S-2, S-5 
Kezar Pond. Fryeburg. A 
Kezar ponds, Five, Waterford and 
Stoneham. A 
Kimball Pond, Lower. Fryeburg. S-9 
Kneeland Pond, Albany. A 
Labrador ponds . Big and Little, Sumner. A 
Lily Pond , Sweden: A 
Lincoln Pond, (Jersey Bog ), Buckfield . A 
Litt le Pond, Fryeburg . A 
Little Pond , Stoneham. A 
Lovewell Pond. Fryeburg. A 
Marshall Pond, Hebron . A 
McWain (Long) Pond . Waterford . A 
Middle Pond . Hiram. A 
Mill Pond , Lovell. A 
Mine Pond , Porter. B 
Moose Pond , Denmark and Sweden (see 
Cumberland County.) 
Moose Pond , Lovell. A 
Moose Pond , Otisfield . A 
Moose Pond , Paris . A 
Moose Pond , Little, Denmark. A 
Moose Pond , Waterford . A 
Moose Pond , Little. Waterford. A 
Mud Pond , Greenwood. A 
Mud Pond. Peru. A 
Mud Pond. Albany. A 
Mud Pond , Mechanic Falls. A 
Nudl1 Easl111an Pond, Lovell. A 
North Pond , Greenwood and Woodstock. A 
North Pond . Sumner. B, S-12 
North Pond , Norway. A 
Northeast Pond, Hartford. A 
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Papoose Pond , Waterford . A 
· Pennesseewassee (Nor.way) Lake, Norway. 
·B, S-2, S-5 
Pennesseewassee Lake, Little (Hobbs), 
Norway. B, S-2, S-5 
Pequawket (Rattlesnake) Pond, Brownfield. 
OD~3 
Perley Pond, Denmark . A 
Pickerel Pond, Denmark. A 
Plain Pond, Porter. A 
Pleasant Lake . . Otisfield (see Cumberland 
. County) . 
Pleasant Pond, Denmark, Fryeburg and 
Brownfield. A 
Pleasant Pond,. Sumner. A 
Proctor Pond, Albany. A 
Quint's Bog , so-called, on the west side of 
the Saco River, Brownfield and 
Fryeburg . A 
Round Pond , Brownfield (on the south side of 
Ten Mile Brook). A 
Round Pond , Greenwood.and Woodstock. A 
Roxbury (Ellis) Pond, Roxbury and Byron. A 
Saco River (see Cumberl and County) 
Sand Pond, Denmark . '8 
Sand Pond, Norway. B 
Saturday Pond, Otisfield. A 
-Shell Pond, Stow and Stoneham. A 
Songo Pond , Albany and Bethel. A 
South Pond, Greenwood. B 
Southeast P.ond ,. Hiram (see Cumberland 
County) . 
South Pond, Buckfield. A 
·Speck ponds (2) , Norway. A 
Spectacle ponds (2), Porter. A 
Stanley Pond , Hiram and Porter. 
B, S-2, S-12 
Stearns Pond , Sweden. B 
Swan Pond , Hartford. A 
Thompson Lake, Oxford 
(see Androscoggin County) 
(also in Cumberland County). 
Trafton Pond, Hiram and Porter. A 
Twitchell Pond, Greenwood . B 
Umbagog Lake, Upton. S-9 
Virginia Lake, Stoneham. A 
Webber Pond, Sweden. A 
Weymouth Pond , Stoneham. A 
Whitney Pond, Oxford. A 
Whitney Pond , Stoneham. A 
Worth ley Pond, Peru. 8, S-2 
OXFORD COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
- OD-1: Bryant Pond - Smelts may be taken by hook and line from ice-in to March 31 . Closed to all 
other ice fishing. 
OD-2: Little Androscoggin River - Open per Class 'A is that section from the Route 26 bridge in 
Paris downstream to the dam in South Paris . 
00-3: Pequawket (Rattlesnake) Pond - Open per Class A. No bag limit on picke rel. 
PENOBSCOT COUNTY 
TO USE THIS PENOBSC.OT COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish . 'IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is: CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1st through· March 31st. (All 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule . Any that 
are open WILL be listed.) 
If the.water you wish to fish IS listed , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are .in effect. The .meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except sa lmon; trout, togue and bass from the time ice form s in 
the fall until December 31 : and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January lthrough March 
31 . 
B: Closed to fishing until. January 1 and then open to ice fishing for al l fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice.- fishing. 
S: ·Special rule in effect - -see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A·and B waters .) 
PT: Special PENOBSCOT.COUNTY rule in effect - see county rules at the end of the following 
list of waters. 
Alder Stream Pond , Corinna. A 
Atwood Pond, T5RB. C 
· Ben Annis Pond , Hermon. A 
Billfish Pond , T6RB. C 
Bottle Lake, Lakeville Pit. .A 
Bowlin Pond, T5RB. C 
Bowlin Pond, Little, T5R7. 'C 
Brewer· Lake, Orrington and ·Holden (see 
Hancock County) . 
Brooks Pond, Corinna . A 
. Burnt Pond ,.Clifton (see Hancock County). 
Butman Pond , Di xmont. A 
Cambolasse ·Pond , Lincoln . A 
Caribou lake, Lirn;o ln. A 
Cedar-Swamp Pond , Clifton. A 
·center Pond , Lincoln . A 
Chemo Pond, Clifton, Eddington and 
Bradley. A 
Cold Stream Pond. Enfield , Lowell and Lincoln 
PT-4 
Cold Stream Pond , Upper (Big and Little 
Narrows ponds) , Lincoln . PT-2 
Corundel Bog, Corinna. A 
Cranberry Pond, Clifton. A 
Crawford (Gould) Pond , Dexter. A 
Crooked Pond, Lincoln. A 
Davis Pond , T5R7. C 
· Deasey Pond, T3R7. C 
Dolby Pond, Millinocket and East 
Millinocket. A 
Duck Lake, Lakeville Pit. A 
·Eddington (Davis) and 
Eddington , Holden. A 
Egg Pond, Lincoln. A 
· Escutassis Lake, Lowell and Burlington. A 
Escutassis Lake. Little, Burlington. A 
Etna Pond , Etna, Carmel and Stetson. A 
Furguson Lake, Millinocket. A 
Fields Pond, Orrington. A 
Flatiron Pond, J3R9. A 
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Folsom Lake, Lincoln. A 
Gardiner Pond , TSR7. C 
Garland Pond, Garland. A 
Garland Pond, West, Garland. A 
George Pond, Hermon. A 
Gilbert Flowage, T1R7. A 
Grand Lake Seboeis, T7R7 and T8R7. A 
Grand Lake, West (see Washington County) . 
Gray Pond, Plymouth. A 
Great Works Stream, Bradley. PT-3 
Green Mountain Pond, T6R6. C 
Green Pond, Lee and T3R1. A 
Green Pond, T7R8. C 
Halfmoon Pond, Corinna. A 
Hammond Pond, Hampden. A 
Hatcase Pond, Eddington (see Hancock 
County) . 
Hatch Pond, Alton. A 
Hathorn Pond, T4R8. C 
Hay Pond, T6R8. C 
Hermon Pond, Hermon. A, S-5 
Hobart .Pond, T6R7. C 
Holbrook Pond, Holden and Eddington. A 
Holland Pond, Alton. A 
Hopkins Pond, Clifton (see Hancock County). 
Horseshoe Lake, Lakeville (also Washington 
County). A 
Hot Pond, T6R6 and T6R7. A 
Ireland Pond , T7R8. C 
Jerry Pond, Millinocket and TAR?. C 
Jerry Pond, TSR7. C 
Jo-Mary Lake, Lower. TAR10, T1R9, T1R10 (also Piseataquis County) . B 
Jo-Mary Lake, Middle, TAR10 (also 
Piscataquis County). B 
Jo-Mary Lake. Upper, TAR10 and TBR10 (also Piscataquis County) B 
Jones Pond, T7R8 and T8R8. B, S-4 
Katahdin Lake, T3R8. c· 
Keg Lake, Lakeville Pit. A 
Kimball Pond, TSR8. C 
Lane Brook Pond, T6R6. C 
Lincoln Pond, T4 Indian Purchase. C 
Lombard Lake, Lakeville Pit. A 
Long Pond, Lincoln. A 
Lost Pond, T7R7. C 
Lowell Pond, Springfield and Carroll. A 
Lunksoos Lake, T4R7. C 
Madagascal Pond, Big, Burlington and 
T3R1. A 
Madagascal Pond, Little, T3Rl A 
Mattamiscontis Lake. Big, T2R9 and T3R9. A 
Mattamiscontis Lake, Little, T3R9. A 
Mattanawcook Lake, Lincoln. A 
Mattawamkeag River, Kingman -and Drew. A 
Messer Pond, TSR8. C 
Messer Pond, Little, TSR8. C 
Mill Pond, Lowell. A 
Mill Privilege Lake, Carroll and TSR1. A 
Millimagasset Lake, T7R8. B, S-11 
Millinocket Lake, T1R8 and T2R8 (also 
Piscataquis County) . B, S-2, S-3 
Moose Pond , T3R8. C 
Moose Pond , T6R7. C 
Morrell Pond, T6R8 and T7R8. C 
Mountain Catcher Pond, T6R8. C 
Mountain Catcher Pond, Little, T6R8. C 
Mower Pond , Corinna. A 
Mud Lake, T6R6. C 
Mud Pond , Drew. A 
Mud Pond , Old Town. A 
Mud Pond, Holden. A 
Nokomis Pnnrl , Newport (also Somorcct 
County). A 
Nollesemic Lake, Hopk ins Academy Grant 
and T3R9. A 
Number Three Pond, Lee and T3R1 . A 
Olamon Pond, Greenfield. A 
Otter Chain, Milford. A 
Passadumkeag River. A 
Patten Pond, Hampden and Newburg. A 
Peaked Mountain Pond , T4R7. C 
Penobscot River, Bangor to Millinocket. A 
Pickerel Pond, Alton. A 
Pickerel Pond, Lowell. A 
Pickett Mountain Pond, T6R6 (also 
Aroostook County). C 
Pleasant Lake, Stetson. A 
Pleasant Lake, T6R6. C 
Plymouth Pond , Plymouth and Stetson. A 
Puffers Pond (Echo Lake), Dexter. C 
Pug Pond, Alton. A 
Pug Lake, Lower, Lakeville Pit. A 
Pug Lake. Upper, Lakeville Pit. A 
Pushaw·Lake, Glenburn, Orono, Old Town 
and Hudson. A 
Pushaw Pond, Little, Hudson. A 
Ouakish Lake, T3, Indian Purchase and 
Millinocket. A 
Ragged Ponds, Lower East, Lower West, 
Upper East, Upper West. T4, Indian Pur-
chase. C 
Robar Pond, T4R8. C 
Robar Pond, Big, T 4R8.- C 
Rocky Pond, T3R8. C 
Round Pond, Lee and T3Rl C 
Round Pond, Little, Lincoln. c· 
Rush Pond, Herseytown and T2R6. A 
Salmon Stream Lake and Little Salmon 
Stream Lake, T1R6. A 
Saponac Lake, Burlington and Grand Falls 
Plantation. A 
Sebasticook Lake, Newport. A 
Shad Pond, T3, Indian Purchase and 
Millinocket. A 
Shaw Lake, T5R1 (also Washington 
County). A 
Shin Pond, Lower, T6R6, T5R7, and Mt. 
Chase Pit. C 
Shin Pond, Upper, T6R6, T5R7, and Mt. 
Chase Pit. B, S-2 
Sly Pond, Kingman. A 
Silver Lake (Mattakeunk Lake). Lee. A 
Smith Pond, T3, Indian Purchase. C 
Smith Pond , Little, T1R8. C 
Snag Pond , Lincoln. A 
Snowshoe Lake, T7R7. A 
Soper Logan, T6R8. C 
Soule Pond, T7R8. C 
South Branch Lake, Seboeis Pit. and T2R8. A 
Spring Pond, T6R7. C 
Swells Pond, Orrington. A 
Tracey Pond, Hermon. A 
Trout Pond , T2R7 (Soldiertown). C 
Twin lakes, North and South, T3 & T4, 
Indian Purchase (also Piscataquis County). 
B, S-3 
Twin Pond , T4R7. C 
Umcolcus Lake, T7 & 8R6 (see Aroostook 
County) . 
Unnamed pond in southeast corner of 
T4R8. C 
Upper Grassy (Spectacle) Pond, Clifton. A 
Wadleigh Pond, T4, Indian Purchase. A 
Wassookeag Lake, Dexter. PT-1 
Weir Pond, Lee. A 
Weymouth Pond , Cori nna (also Somerset 
County). A 
White 1101 M~ Ldkt!, T7Ri'. A 
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PENOBSCOT COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
PT-1: Wassookeag Lake - Open per Class A is that part easterly and northerly of the Guy H. Hall 
Memorial Bridge ("Little Wassookeag Lake") Open per Class B is that part of the lake lying 
westerly and southerly of the Guy H. Hall Memorial Bridge ("Big Wassookeag Lake") . Closed to 
ice fishing is that portion of the lake lying 600 feet westerly of the Guy H. Hall Memorial Bridge on 
Route No. 23, from Dexter fa Sangerville, to the southerly shore by the ski slope, thence in a 
northerly direction to the public picnic area. 
PT-2: Upper Cold Stream Pond - Both portions of the lake open per Class B. 
PT-3: Great Works Stream - Open per Class A from Penobscot River to Big Rock in Bradley. 
PT-4: Cold Stream Pond - Open per Class B. Restricted to two lines per person. Daily bag limit 
on salmon, one fish; on togue, one fish . 
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY 
TO USE THIS PISCATAQUIS COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the water you wish to fish. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED to all ice 
fishing . 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon, trout , togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31 . 
C: Closed te ice fishing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
PS: Special PISCATAQUIS COUNTY rule in effect - see county rules at the end of the following 
list of waters . 
Abbee Pond, Brownville. A 
Allagash Lake, T? & 8R14. PS-1 
Ambejejus Lake, T1R9. B, S-3 
Badger Pond, Willimantic. A 
Bear Pond, Bowerbank. B 
Bennett Pond , Little, Willimantic. A 
Benson Pond, Big, Bowerbank, 
Willimantic, and T7R9. 
B, S-4, S-8, S-11 
Boyd Lake, Orneville. A 
Branns Mill Pond, Dover-Foxcroft and 
Garland . A 
Buttermilk Pond, First, Bowerbank. PS-4 
Caribou Lake, T2R12, T3R12 and T3R13. B 
Caucomgomac Lake, T6 & 7R14, and 
T6 & 7R15. B 
Center Pond, Sangerville. B 
Chamberlain Lake, T6 & 7R12, T7 & 8R13, and 
T6R11 . PS-5 
Chemquasabamticook Lake (see Ross Lake) . 
Chesuncook Lake, T3 & 4R12, T4 & 5R13. B 
Chesuncook Pond, T2 & 3R11. B, S-4 
Churchill Lake (including Heron Lake), 
T9 & 10R12, and T9R13. PS-5 
Clear Lake, T10R11. PS-8 
Cuxabexis Lake, T5 & 6R12. B 
Davis ponds, The Four, Guilford and 
Willimantic. A 
Debsconeag Lake, First, T2R10. B 
Debsconeag Lake, Second , T2R10. B 
Debsconeag Lake, Third, T1 & 2R10. B 
Dunham Pond, Dover-Foxcroft. A 
Eagle Lake (including Round Pond), T7, 8, 
9R13 and T7 & 8R12. PS-5 
Ebeemee Lake (East and West ponds) , T5R9 
and Brownville. A 
Ebeemee Lake, Upper, T4R9 and TBR10. A 
Gilbert Pond , Parkman. A 
Greenleaf Pond, Abbot. B 
Greenwood Pond , Big, Willimantic and 
Elliottsville. B, S-4, S-8, S-11 
Hardy Pond, Lakeview Pit. A 
Harlow Pond, Parkman . A 
Harriman Pond, Sebec. A 
Hebron Lake, Monson. B 
Holbrook Pond , T2R11 . B, S-4 
Houston Pond, Big, T6 & 7R9. B, S-8, S-11 
Ind ian Pond, T2R6 (also Somerset County). 
B, S-2, S-6, S-13, S-15 
Jaquith Pond . Brownville. A 
Jo-Mary Lake, Lower, TAR10, T1 R9, T1 R10 
(see Penobscot County) . 
Jo-Mary Lake, Middle, TAR10 (see Penobscot 
County) . 
Jo-Mary Lake, Upper, TAR10 and TBR10 
(see Penobscot County). 
Kingsbury Pond, Kingsbury Pit. (also 
Somerset County) . B 
Lobster Lake, T3R14 & 15, TXR14 and East 
Middlesex Canal Grant. PS-7 
Long Pond, TAR11 , TIR11. B, S-4 
Longley Pond , T6R13. B 
Marr Pond, Sangerville. A 
Matagamon, Second Lake, T6R9. B 
Millinocket Lake, T1 & 2R9 (see Penobscot 
County) . 
Millinocket Lake and Little Millinocket Lake. 
Tl & 8R9, and T7R10. A, S-5 
Moosehead Lake. PS-2 
Mooseleuk Lake, T10R9. B 
Mud Pond , Medford. A 
Nahmakanta Lake, T1 & 2R11 . B, S-8, S-10 
Northwest Pond , Sangerville and Parkman. A 
Norton Pond (Peters Pond) , Brownvill e. A 
Onawa Lake, Elliottsville and Willimanti c. 
B, S-4, S-8, S-11 
Passamagamet Lake, T1R9 & 10. A 
Pemadumcook Lake. T1 R9 & 10. B, S-3 
Piper Pond , Abbot. B 
Pleasant Lake, Big, T9 & 10R11 . PS-8 
Pleasant Pond, Orn ev ill e. A 
Ragged Lake, T2 & 3R1 3. B 
Ripogenus Lake , T3 & 6R11 . B 
Roaring Broo k Pond, T7R9. B 
Ross (Chemquasabamticook) Lake. 
T9 & 10R15. PS-8 
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Round Pond, T6R11 . PS-5 
Schoodic Lake, Lakeview .Pit. . T4R9, NWP,' 
and Brownville. B, S-2 
Sebec Lake, Willimanti c, Dover-Foxcro ft , 
Bowerbank and Sebec. PS-3 
Seboeis Lake, HR9, NWP, and Lakeview 
Plt. ·B 
Si lver Lake, Katahdin Iron Works and 
T6R9. B 
Spider Lake, T9R11 & 12. PS-8 
Telos Lake, T5 & 6R11 . PS-5 
Tague Pond, Lower, T2R9. B 
Tague Pond , Upper, T2R9. ps:s· 
Twin lakes, North and .South , T1R9, T3, 
Indian· Purchase, T4, Indian Purchase (see Penobswt County) . 
Umbazooksus Lake, T6R13. B 
We bster Lake, T6R10 & 11 . PS-5 
PISCATAQUIS: COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
ps:.:1: Allagash Lake - Open to fishing for all fi sh during the month of February only. Use or 
possession oi live fish· as bait is prohibited. Daily bag limit on trout , one fish; on togue, one fish . 
Restricted to two lines per pefson. 
PS-2: Moose head Lake - Open to ice fishing per Cla ss B. Smelts may be.tak-en only by hook and 
line. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue : 3 fish in the. aggregate, not to include more than 2 
sa lmon, 2 trou1, 1 togue. No.size or bag ·limit on ·bass. 
Closed areas: that portion known as Spencer Bay; that portion from the mouth of Tomhegan 
Stream to a straight line between 2 yellow posts, 1 set on the small p.oint of land on the north sho re 
of Tomhegan Cove approx: 'h mile from the mouth of Tomh·egan Stream, the other set on the small 
point of land on the south shore of Tomhegan Cove approx. 3/, mile from the mouth of Tomhegan 
Stream; that portion from the mouth of Moose Brook to a straight line between 2 yellow posts, 1 
set at the easternmost part of the Toe-of-the-Boot , the other on the opposite shore of Moose Brook 
Cove on a line passing .through the largest island in Moose Brook Cove; that portion from the . 
mouth of Socatean Stream to a straight line between 2.yellow posts,. one set on the northerly· 
shore of Socatean Bay at the camp site known as the Ledges, the other set on the westerly shore 
of Socatean Bay ori' a line passing through Wiggin 's Island; that portion from the mouth of · 
Williams Brook in Big W Township to.a stFaight line between 2 yellow posts; one set on the land of 
Hermon Brautigam on the south shore of Williams Cove and the other in a northeasterly direction 
on the opposite shore, Piscataquis County. 
PS-3: Sebec Lake - Open per Class B. Daily bag limit two fish in the aggregate of salmon, trout, 
and togue. No size or bag limit on bass. Smelts may be taken only by hook and line. 
PS-4: First Buttermilk ·Pond - Open per Class B. Use or possession of live fish as bait is 
prohibited . Daily bag limit two fish in the aggregate of salmon, trout and togue. No size or bag 
limit on bass. 
PS-5: Chamberlain Lake, Churchill Lake, Eagle Lake, Round Pond , Telos-Lake, Webster Lake -
Open per Class B. Daily limit on trout and togue 3 fish , not to include more than 2 trout, 1 togue. 
PS-6: Tague Pond , Upper - Open per Class A for all fish except salmon, trout and tog1:Je. 
PS-7: Lobster Lake - Open per Class B. Restricted to 2 lines per person : Smelts may be taken 
only by hook and line. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 2 fi sh in the aggregate, notto include 
more than 1 togu e. 
PS-8: Clear Lake; Pleasant Lake, Big; Spider Lake; Ross Lake - Open per Class B.Daily limit on 
togue: 1 fish. 
SAGADAHOC COUNTY 
TO USE THIS SAGADAHOC COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the na me of the lake or pond you wish to fi sh. IF IT IS NOT USTED;it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (A ll 
brooks , str eams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically .opened by rule . Any that 
are open WILL be listed.) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
' wh ich are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fi shing for all fish except sa lmon, trout togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 throug h March 
31. 
B: Closed to fi shing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fi sh from January 1 
through March 31 . 
C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see tab le on page 5.- (Note: Special rules may restri ct the general 
provisions set forth fo r A and B waters.) 
SC: Special SAGADAHOC COUNTY rules - none this year . 
Blai sdel l Pond, Ph ippsburg. A 
Bradley Po nd , Topsham. A 
Caesar Po nd, Bowdoin. A 
Center Pond , Phippsburg. A 
Duley Ponrl . Phippsh 11 ra " 
Houghton Pond, West Bath . A 
Lily Pond , Bath and West Bath. A 
Meeting House Pond , Phippsburg. A 
Mose Pond , Georgetown. A 
Nequasset Lake. Woolwich. B. S-13' 
Pleasant (Mu d) Pond, Richmond (see Kennebec Cou nty). 
Scwnll f'ond, Arrowsit.. A 
Silver Lake, Phi ppsburg . A 
Sprague Pond, Phippsburg. A 
Wat-tuh Lake. Ph ippsburg. A 
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TO USE THIS SOMERSET COUNTY SECTION 
Look for. the name of the water you wish to fish. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED to all ice 
fi shing. 
If the water you wish to fish IS li sted, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except salmon, trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until De.cember 31 ; and then open: to ir;;e fishing for all fi sh from January 1 throug'h March 
31. 
B: Closed to fish ing until January 1 and then open to ice fi shing for all fi sh-from January 1 · 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see tabl e on page 5. (Note: .Specia l rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters .) 
ST: Special SOMERSET COUNTY rule in effect - see county rules at the end of the following li st 
of waters. 
Baker Pond , Solon. B 
Barker Pond, Cornville. A 
Big Wood Pond, Attean Twp ., Dennistown Pit. , 
and Jackman. ST-2 
Big Wood Pond , Little, Attean Twp. and 
Dennistown Pit. A; S-2, S~B; S-16 
Bog Porid , H:artland . A 
Boynton Pond, Embden. A 
. Brassua Lake, Tomhegan, Rockwood , 
Taunton-Raynbam, Sandwich and Brassua. 
B; S-2, S-15 
Cambridge Pond, Cambridge. A 
Carleton' Bog, Detroi t (also Waldo -County) . A 
Douglas Pond, Palmyra. A 
East Pond, Sm ithfield and Oakland. B 
East Pond Stream ("The Ser-pentine") from 
East Pond to the dam in Smithfield 
Villag e. A 
Embden Pond, Embden. B; S-2, S-5 
Fahi Pond, Embden. A 
. Flagstaff La ke (see Franklin County) . 
· Gammon Pond ; New Portland. A 
. George Lake (Lake George) , Skowhegan and 
Canaan. B 
Gilman Pond, New Portland and Lexington. A 
Halfmoon Pond, St. Albans. A 
Hancock Pond , Embden and Lexington Pit. 
ST-1 
Hayden Lake (Wesserunsett La ke), 
Madison. B 
Hicks Pond , Palmyra. A 
Holeb Pond , Holeb and Attean. B, S-2, S-16 
Indian Pond , T1R7, BKPWKR, T1R6, 
BKPWKR and T1 R6 , BKPEKR 
(a lso Piscataquis County). 
B, S-2, S-6, S-13, S-15 
Indian Pond , Big, Lexington. A 
Indian Pond , Little, Lexington. A 
. Indian ponds, Big and Little, St. Albans. B 
Kennebec River from bridge at Bingham 
downstream to Somerset County line. A 
Kingsbury Pond , Mayfield (see Piscataquis 
. County). 
Lily (Merril l) Pond, Concord. A 
Long Pond, Jackman and Long Pond Twp . 
8; s~2. S-6, S-16 
Mayfield Pond. T2H2 and Brighton Pi t. B 
Mercer Bog, Mercer .. A 
Messalonskee Stream (see Kennebec County) . 
-~Moores Pond , Lexington. A 
Moose (Great Moose) Pond , Hartland . 
Ha rmony, and St. Albans. B 
Morrill Pond , Hartland. B 
Mud Pond , Attean Twp B, S-2, S-6, S-16 
Mud Pond, Hartland . A 
Mud Pond , Embden. A 
Mud Pond, Palmyra. A 
· Nokomis Lake, Palmyra .(see Penobscot 
County). 
North Pond, Mercer (see Kennebec County). 
Oaks Pond, Skowhegan . B 
Ripley Pond, Ripley. A 
Round (Bog) Pond , Skowhegan. A 
Rowell Pond , Solon. A 
Sandy Pond , Embden. A 
Sebasticook River (see Kennebec County). 
Shaw Pond, Lower, T3R4. A 
Sib ley Pond, Pittsfield and Canaan. A 
Smith Pond , Cornville . A 
Smith field Pond , Smithfield. A 
Spencer Lake, T3R5 and T4R6. B 
Spring Lake, T3R4 . B, S-4 
Starbird Pond, Hartland. A 
Village Mill Pond, New Portland. A 
Weeks (Smith) Pond , Brighton Pit. B 
Wentworth Pond, Solon and Athens. B 
Weymouth Pond , St. Albans (see Penobscot 
County). 
White's Pond, Palmyra. A 
Wyman Lake. Moscow, Caratunk, Pleasant 
. Ridge Pi t .. and Carrying Place (T1R3) 
A, S-6 
Wyman Pond , Brighton Pit. A 
SOMERSET COUNTY .SPE-CIAL RULES 
ST-1: Hancock Pond - Open per Class B. Closed is. that portion within 200 yards of the intake of 
the water supply of the towns of Anson, North Anson and Madison . 
ST-2: Big Wo od Pond - Open per Class A. Daily lim it on salmon, trout , and tog ue: 5 fish, not to 
include more than 2 salm on, 2 trout , 2 togue. Smelts may be taken only by hook and line. 
Minimum length limit on togue: 16 inches in 1984. S-6 
WALDO COUNTY 
TO USE THIS WALDO COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (All 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifi call y opened by ru le. Any that 
are open WILL be listed ) 
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If the water you wish to fish IS listed , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. ·The meanings of the letter .codes are asdollows: 
A: Open to i ce ·f~shing for all 'fish except salmon , trout , togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then op.en to,ice fjstring for all fish from January 1 through March 
31. 
: B: Closed to fishing until January 1 and then ·open to ice .fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: ·special rule in effect ~ see table on page 5. (Note Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters .) 
.. WO: Special WALDO COUNTY rules - none this year. 
.Basin Pond, Monroe. A 
Bear Pond, Palermo. A 
Beech Pond, Palermo .. A 
Bowler Pond, Palermo. C 
Branch Pond, Palermo (see Kennebec 
County) 
Cain's Pond, Searsport, A 
Cargill Pond , Liberty. A 
Carleton. Bog, Troy (see Somerset County) . 
Chisholm Pond , Palermo: A 
Coleman Pond , Lincolnv·ille. A 
Cross Pond, Morrill. A 
Crotch (Foster) Pond , Palermo. A 
Drake Pond , Jackson. A 
Ellis .Pond . Brooks. A 
Halfmoon (Sucker) Pond, Brooks. C 
Jump Pond , Palermo. A 
Kingdom Bog, Montvil le . A 
Knights Pond, Northport and Lincolnville. A 
Lawry Pond . Belmont. A 
Ledge Pond, Montville. A 
Levenseller Pond , Lincolnville and 
Searsmont. A 
Lillie Pond, Searsmont. A 
Mason ponds, Upper and Lower, Belfast. A 
'McClure Pond, Searsport. A 
Nichols Pond ,. Swanville. C 
Northern Pond , Monroe. A 
Pitcher Pond , Northport and Lincolnville. 
A, S-13 
Prescott Pond , Palermo. C 
Quantabacook Lake, Searsmont. A 
Randall Pond (Rassagassawau·keag Lake), 
Brooks. A 
Ruffingham: Meadow· Wildlife Management 
Arna FJ.owage, Montville & Searsmont. A 
·Saban (Sam) Pond , Palermo .. A 
Sandy Pond. Freedom. A 
·Sebasticook River - Somerset County line 
· to Central Maine Dam to Pittsfield and 
Burnham. A 
Sheepscot Lake, Palermo. B, S-13 
Smith Pond , Swanville. A 
Stevens Pond, Liberty. A 
Swan Lake, Swanville. B, S-2 
Thistle Pond, Monroe. A 
Tilden Pond, Belmont A 
Toddy Pond, Brooks, Monroe and 
Swanville. A 
True 's Pond, Liberty. A 
Turner Mill Pond, Palermo and Somerville. A 
Unity Pond (Winnecook Lake) , Unity, Burnham, 
Troy .. A, S-5 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 
TO USE 'THIS WASHINGTON COUNTY SECTION 
· Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish. IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED until 
January 1st and then open to ice fishi ng fo r an fish from January 1st through March 31st. (All 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fishing unless specifically opened by rule. Any that 
are open WILL be listed .) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed, the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
which are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows : 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except sa lmon. trout. togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fal l until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 through March 
31 . 
B: Closed to fi sh ing until January 1 .and ·then- open to ice fishing for all fish from January 1 
through March 31. 
C: Closed to ice fishing. 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on pa ge 5. (Note : Special rules may restr ict the general 
provision s set forth for A and B waters.) 
WN: SpeCJl·WASHINGTON COUNTY rule in effect - see county ru les at the end of the following 
list of waters. 
BE SURF TO CHECK THE BOUNDARY WATER RULES BETWEEN MAINE AND NEW 
BRUNSWICK - THESE WATERS WILL BE LISTED AS S-7, AND THE RULES CAN BE 
FOUND ON PAGE 22. 
IN WASHINGTON COUNTY, THE MINIMUM LENGTH LIMIT ON BROWN TROUT AND 
RAINBOW TROUT IS 8 INCHES IN ALL BROOKS, STREAMS AND RIVERS. 
NO BAG LIMIT ON PICKEREL JN WASHINGTON COUNTY 
Barrows Lake. Al exander. A 
Baskahegan Lake. Topsfield. Brookton anc1 
TBR3. A 
Bearse Lake, Meddybemps and Bari ng. A 
Beaver Lake. Calais. A 
Beaver Dam Lake, North, Twp. 26. A 
·Rea ver Dam Lake, South, Twp. 26. A 
Beddington Lake, Beddington. A 
Boyden Lake, Pe rry and Robbinston. A 
Bowles Lake, T31 MD. A 
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Cathance Lake, Cooper and Pit. 14. B, S-13 · 
Chai n lakes (1st, 2nd and 3rd) , Twp. 26 and 
Twp. 31. A 
Chain Lake, Lower, T5ND. A 
Clifford Lake, Twp. 26 and Twp 27. A 
Colebaek Lake, Charlotte. C 
Cranberry Lake, Upper; Twp. 30. A 
Cranberry Lake, Lower, Twp. 30.and 
Twp. 36. A 
Crawford Lake, Pit. 21 and Crawford . A. 
Crooked Brook Flowage, Danforth. A 
Crooked Brook Lake, Forest (T10R3N) A. 
Drake Lake, T10R3. A 
Fulton Lake, Northfield. A 
Getchell Pugs, Twp. 43. A 
Goulding Lake, Robbinston. B, S-4 
Grand Falls Flowage La ke , Princeton, lmlian 
Twp., Baileyville, and T1R1 . A 
Grand Falls Flflwage. S-7 
Grand Lake, East. S-7 
Grand Lake, West, T6R1 , T6ND, Grand Lake 
Stream, and T5ND (a lso Peno bscot 
County). WN-l 
Grover Lake, T31 MD . A 
Grover Lake, Little, T31 MD. A 
Hadley Lake, East Machias. A 
Hadley lakes, T24 MD: A 
Horseshoe Lake, T5ND (see Penobscot 
County). 
Hot Brook Lake, Lower, T8R4, (a lso 
Aroostook County). A, W.N-2· 
Hot Brook Lake, Upper, TBR4 and Danforth. A 
Hound Broo k Lake, T1R2. A 
Howard Lake, Calais and Robbinston. A 
Indian Lake, Whit in g. C 
Jackson Brook Lake, Brockton and. F11rest 
(T10R3) . A 
Josh Lake, Whiting . A 
Keene's Lake, Calais.a; S-2 
LaC.oute Lake, Vanceboro. A 
Ledge Pond , Charl otte. ·c 
Lewy Lake, Princeton. A 
Lil y Lake, Tresco tt. C 
Lily Lake, T30MD. A 
Little River Lake, Twp. 43. A 
Long Lake, Princeton. A 
Long Lake, T18 & 19, ED and Wesley. A 
Machias Lake, First, T37MD. A 
Machias Lake, Second , T37MD. A 
Machias Lake, Third , T43 & 42, 
MD and T5ND. A 
Machias Lake, Fourth, T42MD and T5ND. A 
Meddybemps Lake, Meddybemps, Baring, 
Baileyville, and Alexander. A, S-13 
Monroe Lake, T43MD. C 
Monroe ponds, T43MD. C 
Mud Lake, Lower , Alexander. A 
Mud Lake, Upper, Alexander. A 
Mud Lake, T9R4, N (Forest City) . S-7 . 
Munson Lake, T18 & 19ED. A 
Nash 's Lake, Calais. B, S-2, s. 13 • 
North Lake. S-7 
Old Stream, First Lake, T37MD. A 
Old Stream, Seco nd Lake, T37MD. A 
Old Stream, Third Lake, T37 MD. A 
Otter Lake, Wesley. A 
Patrick La ke, Marion •and Pit. 14. A 
Patten Lake, Wai te, Talmadge and Grand 
Lake Stream. A 
Peaked Mtn. Pond, T19MD, Northfield and 
Centerville. C 
Penman Pond, T26ED. A 
Peep Lake, T30MD. C 
Pennamaquan Lake, Charlotte & 
Pembroke. A 
Pickerel Pond, Littl e, Brookton . A 
Pickere l Pond, Topsfield . A 
Pike Brook Pond , East, T18MD. C 
Pi ke Brook Pond, West, T18MD. C 
Pineo Pond, Deblois Twp. C 
Pleasant River Lake, Bedd ington & T29MD. 
B, S-1 
Pocomoonshine Lake, Princeton. A 
Possum Pond, T26ED.· A 
Rocky Lake, T18ED. A 
Rou nd Lake, Charlotte. A 
Round Lake, T18 & 19ED. A 
Saint Croix River Flowage, Grand Falls to 
Milltown. A 
Salmon Pond, T30MD. C 
Sam Hill Lake, T31MD. C 
Seavey Lake, Wesley . A 
Seavey Lake, Little, Wesley. A 
Second Lake, T18ED. A. 
Second Lake (Second Gardner's), Marion. A 
Shaw Lake, T6R1 (see Penobscot County). 
Simon Lake, Codyville . A 
Simpson Pond, Roque Bluffs, C 
Six Mile Pond , Marshfield ·& Whitneyvi lle. C 
Spectacle ponds, T19ED. A 
Spednik Lake. S-7 
Sucker Lake, Danforth (also Aroostook 
County) . A 
Tomah Flowage, Waite & Codyvi lle. C 
Tomah Lake, Forest. C. 
Tomah La ke, Litt le, Topsfield & Codyville. A 
Vases Lake, Calais . A 
Wabassus Lake, T5 & 6ND &. T43MD. A 
WASHINGTON ·COUNTY SPECIAL RULES 
WN-1: West Grand Lake - Open to ice fi shing for all fish during Feb.ruary and March. 
WN-2: Hot Brook Lake, Lower - Daily bag limit on white perch: 25 fish 
YORK COUNTY 
TO USE THIS YORK COUNTY SECTION 
Look for the name of the lake or pond you wish to fish . IF IT IS NOT LISTED, it is CLOSED un til 
January 1st and then open to ice fi shing for all fish from January 1st through March 31st. (A ll 
brooks, streams and rivers are closed to ice fi shing unless specifically opened by rule. Any that 
are open WILL be listed.) 
If the water you wish to fish IS listed , the letter code in bold print will direct you to the rules 
wh ich are in effect. The meanings of the letter codes are as follows: 
A: Open to ice fishing for all fish except sal mon , trout, togue and bass from the time ice forms in 
the fall until December 31 ; and then open to ice fishing for all fi sh from January 1 through March 
31 . 
B: Close.d to fishing until January 1 and then open to ice fishing for all fi sh from January 1 
through March 31. 
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C: Closed to ice fishing . 
S: Special rule in effect - see table on page 5. (Note: Special rules may restrict the general 
provisions set forth for A and B waters.) 
YK: Special YORK COUNTY rules - none this year. 
BE SURE TO CHECK THE BOUNDARY WATER RULES BETWEEN MAINE AND NEW 
HAMPSHIRE - THESE WATERS WILL BE LISTED AS S-9, AND THE RULES CAN BE 
FOUND ON PAGE 22. 
IN YORK COUNTY, THE MINIMUM LENGTH LIMIT ON BROOK TROUT IS 8 INCHES IN ALL 
LAKES AND PONDS. 
Adam s (Rock Haven ) Pond, Newfield . A 
Allen Pond, Parsonsfield. A 
Aldens Pond , Gorham. C 
Balch Pond , Acton and Newfield . S-9 
3arker Pond , Dayton and Lyman A 
aartlett Pond, Waterboro. A 
Bauneg Beg Lake, Sanford and Berwick. A 
Beaver Dam Pond, Berwick. A 
Big Rock Pond , Waterboro. C 
Bonny Eagle Pond, Buxton (see Cumberland 
County). 
Boulder Pond, York. C 
Boyds Pond , Limington. A 
Boyds Pond. Little , Limington. A 
Brimstone Pond, North Kennebunkport. A 
Bunganut Pond, Lyman. A, S-13 
Chase's Pond, York. C 
Clark's Mill Pond, Dayton. A 
Cox Pond , South Berwick. A 
Curtis Lake, Sanford. A 
Deering Pond, Sanford. A 
Dog Pond, Newfield . A 
Doles Pond, Limington. A 
Drews Pond, Newfield . A 
Duck Pond, Buxton. A 
Ell Pond , Sanford and Wells. C 
Estes Lake, Sanford and Allred. A 
Folly Pond, York. C 
Folsom Pond, Newfield . A 
Goose Pond , Shapleigh. A, S-12 
I Granny Kent Pond , Shapleigh. A 
I 
Great East Lake, Acton. S-9 
Hall Moon Pond, Limington. A 
Hansen Pond , Ac.ton. A 
Holland Pond (Sokokis Lake}, Limerick. A 
Horn Pond, Acton. S-9 
I 
Horne Pond (Pequawket Lake}, 
Limington . B, S-2, S-12 
I 
lsin.glass Pond, Waterboro. A 
Kennebunk Pond. Lyman. B, S-12 
Killick Pond , Holli s. A 
Knight Pond, South Berwick. A 
Ledgemere Pond, Waterboro and Limerick. A 
Legion Pond, Kittery. C 
Leigh's Mill Pond , South Berwick A 
Littlefield Pond, Sanford . A 
Lone Pond, Waterboro . C 
Long Pond, Pa rsonsfi eld . 
B, S-2, S-12 
Long Pond, Sanford . A 
Loon Pond, Acton . A 
Lunt Overflow , Lyman. A 
Manns Pond, Newfield . A 
Middle Branch Pond , Allred and Waterboro. A 
Middle Pond, York. C 
Milliken's Mill Pond , Old Orchard Beach. C 
Milton Pond, Lebanon. S-9 
Mirror Lake, Newfield. A 
Moody Pond , Waterboro. C 
Moose Pond , Acton. A 
Mousam Lake, Acton and Shapleigh. 
B, S-2, S-12 
Mousam River, Sanford to Kennebunk. A 
Northeast Pond, Lebanon. S-9 
Northwest Pond, Waterboro . A 
Number One Mill Pond , Sanford. A 
Old Fishing Pond. Sanford. A 
Ossipee Lake, Little, Waterboro . 
B, S-2, S-12 
Passaconway Pond, Lower, York . A 
Pickerel Pond , Limerick. A 
Picture Pond , Sanford. A 
Pinkham Pond , Newfield . A 
Pipedream Pond , Cornish. C 
Poverty Pond , Big , Shapleigh and Newfield. A 
Poverty Pond , Little, Shapleigh. C 
Province Lake, Parsonsfield. S-9 
Roberts Pond , Lyman. A 
Round Pond , Lyman. C 
Round Pond , Newfield . A 
Round Pond , South Berwick. A 
Saco River (see Cumberland County). 
Salmon Falls River, Acton and Berwick. S-9 
Sand Pond , Limington. C 
Sand Pond , Sanford and North Berwick. A 
Scituate Pond, York . A 
Shaker Pond, Allred. A 
Shapleigh Pond, North (Hargraves Mill 
Pond), Shapleigh. A 
Small Mill Pond , Limington. A 
Smarts Pond, Newfield . A 
Spau lding Pond, Lebanon. S-9 
Spicer Pond, Shapleigh. C 
Spruce Pond, Parsonsfield . A 
Square Pond, Acton and Shapleigh. B, S-12 
Stump Pond, Sanford. A 
Sunken Pond, Sanford. C 
Swan Pond , Acton. A 
Swan Pond, Lyman. B, S-13 
Symes Pond, Newfield . A 
Tarwater Pon d, Lyman. C 
Wadleigh Pond, Lyman. A 
Wards Pond, Lim ington. A 
Warren Pond , South Berwick. C 
Webster Mill Pond (Blake's or Small Mill 
Pond} , Limington. A 
Welch Pond . York. A 
West Pond, East Parsonsfield . A, S-2 
Wilcox Pond, Biddeford . C 
Wilso n Pond, Acton. B, S-2 
York Pond . Eliot. A 
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BOUNDARY WATERS 
BOUNDARY WATERS BETWEEN MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Balch Pond, Acton and Newfield, Maine; Wakefield , New Hampshire. 
Horn Pond, Acton, Maine; Wakefield, New Hampshire. 
Lower·Kimball Pond, Fryeburg, Maine; Chatham, New Hampshire. 
Province Lake, Parsonsfield, Maine; Effingham, Wakefield, New Hampshire. 
Salmon Falls River, Acton, Berwick, and South Berwick, Maine; Milton, Rochester, 
Somersworth, and Rolinsford, New Hampshire. 
Spaulding Pond, Lebanon , Maine; Milton, New Hampshire. 
GENERAL REGULATIONS 
Live Bait for Fishing: It shall be unlawful to take, sell , use, or have in possession either 
dead or alive, for use as bait for fishing in the·above named waters , any pickerel, goldfish, 
yellow perch, white perch, bass, sunfish, crappie, horned pout, carp or any spiny-finned fish . 
Ice Fishing Season: Ice fishing season for all species except trout, salmon and togue 
(lake trout): ice-in to March 31 . Trout and togue (lake trout): February 1 to March 31 . No ice 
fishing for salmon. Only 5 lines permitted while ice fishing . 
limits: Brook trout and lake trout: limit, 8 fish or 7''2 pounds in aggregate. Brook trout 
length limit, 6 inches. Lake trout length limit, 14 inches. Bass: 5 fish , no length limit, no 
weight limit. Pickerel : 10 fish . no length limit, no weight limit. Bullhead (horned pout) : no 
length limit, no weight limit, no creel limit. White perch and yellow perch: no length limit, no 
weight limit, no creel limit. 
SPECIAL REGULATIONS 
Great East Lake, Acton, Maine; Wakefield, New Hampshire. Open to the taking of all 
fish through the ice in February and March only. Restricted to 2 lines per person. Daily limit 
on salmon, trout and togue: 5 fish , not to include more than 2 salmon, 1 togue, 3 brook trout, 3 
brown trout or 3 rainbow trout. 5 bass may be taken in addition to the above aggregate. Daily 
and possession limit of the salmon, trout, and togue species is 7''2 pounds, unless the weight 
of the last fish caught increases the weight to more than 7''2 pounds. No size or weight limit 
on bass. Minimum length limit on salmon, 14 inches; on togue, 18 inches; on brown trout, 14 
inches. 
Milton Pond and Northeast Pond, Lebanon, Maine; Milton, New Hampshire. Open 
January 1 through March 31 each year under general Maine-New Hampshire boundary water 
regulations (see above) . 
Umbagog Lake, Upton, Maine; Cambridge and Errol, New Hampshire. Open to the 
taking of all fish except salmon, lake trout, and trout from ice-in to March 31 . Daily Ii mil on 
pickerel: five fish. 
BOUNDARY WATERS BETWEEN MAINE AND NEW BRUNSWICK 
Waters affected by this section are as follows: In Aroostook County- Glazier Lake, North 
Lake, The Thoroughfare between North and East Grand Lake, and East Grand Lake. In 
Wash ington County - Mud Lake, East Grand Lake, Spednik Lake, and Grand Falls Flowage. 
On the above-named waters: 
Season: January 1 through March 31. 
Daily bag limit on salmon, trout, and togue - three fish in ANY combination. Black bass 
may be taken as necessary to bring the TOTAL daily bag to FIVE fish of these four species. 
Total weight of these fish not to exceed 7% pounds. 
Daily bag limits on other species: 
Whitefish - eight (8) ; no size or weight limit. 
Smelts - sixty (60); no size or weight limit . 
All other spec ies (except Atlantic sea run salmon)·- NO limits . 
Minimum length limits: 
Landlocked salmon - 14 inches Black bass - 10 inches 
Togue - 16 inches Trout - 6 inches 
Equipment: Not more than five (5) lines per pe rson. 
Legal hours: From two hours before sunri se until two hou rs after su nset. 
Bait: Use or possession of spiny-finned fish for bai t is proh ibited. 
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. FISHING LICENSES 
No resident of this State, 16 years of age or older, or.nonresident, 12 
years of age or older, may fish through the ice in inland waters or 
transport fish taken from inland waters without first obtaining a valid 
Maine fishing license. 
Maine residents must obtain fishing licenses from the town clerk in 
the town in which they live, or, if they live in an unorganized township , 
from the town clerk or agent in the nearest town. 
Nonresidents may obtain fishing licenses - in person or by mail -
from the Department Office in Augusta or from any of the numero.us 
nonresident license agents throughout the State. 
Unless otherwise specifically provided , all fishing licenses expire on 
December 31st of the calendar year for which they were issued. 
1983-1984 FISHING LICENSE FEES 
(Prices do not include the $1. agent fee .) 
RESIDENT 
1983 1984 
FISHING (16 and older) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00.. 11.00 
COMBINATION FI SHING & HUNTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00. 20.00 
SUPERSPORT.. . 30.00 
COMBINATION FISHING & ARCHERY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00.. 20.00 
3-DAY FISHING*.. .. ..... 9.00 . . 11.00 
SERVICEMAN (resident) COMBINATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 .. 7.00 
GUIDE (a llows fishing & hunting) . . . . . . . 34.00. . 36.00 
(*3-d ay fishing li cense may be exchanged by a Maine resident for a season fi shing li cense upon 
payment of the agent's fee .) 
(**SUPERSPORT LICENSE: A combination fishing and hunti ng li cense which allows an individual 
to make .a financial contribution toward the management of fish and wildlife over and above the 
normal license fee .) 
NONRESIDENT 
SEASON FISHING (16 and older) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 30.00 .. 38.00 
COMBINATION FISHING & HUNTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 87 .00.. 99.00 
15-DAY FISHING**.. .. . 20 .00 . . . 26.00 
7-DAY FISHING. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.00.. 22.00 
3-DAY FISHING . . ... ... . 9.00. . 11.00 
JUNIOR FISHING (12-15 years) . 3.50.. 5.00 
GUIDE (allows fishing & hun ting) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130.00 . . 138.00 
ALIEN SEASON FISHING (16 and older) . . . . 50 .00 . .. 58 .00 
ALIEN COMBINATION FISHING & HUNTING 140.00 . . 152.00 
ALIEN GUIDE (alJows fishing & hunting) . . . . . . 155.00.. 163.00 
(** Nonresident 15-day fishing license may be exc~anged for a nonresident season fishing license 
upon payment of $10. plus the agent 's fee.) 
FREE FISHING LICENSE PROVISIONS: 
I A free fi shing license will be issued, upon applica.tfon , to the following indiv iduals 
1
1. Any Maine resident who is blind ; 
2. Any Maine resident who is av.er 70 years of age ; 
3. Any Maine Indian who is a member of the Passamaquoddy, Penobscot , Mal iseet or Micmac 
Tribe; 
4. Any Maine resident who is a war veteran , has served in a co mbat zone and has a service 
connected disability of 75% or more; 
5. Any Maine resident (or nonresident, if reciprocal privileges exist in the home state of the 
nonres id ent) who is suffering from paraplegia or from the loss. or loss of use. of both lower 
extremities. 
(These free licenses may be obtained at the Department Offi ce in Augu sta .) 
DUPLICATE LICENSES 
A dupli ca te li cense will be issued, upon payment of $1 ., to any person who has accidentally lost 
or destroyed his original fishing li cense. 
Resid.ents must obtain dup li cate licenses from the clerk who issued the original li cense. 
Nonresidents must obtain dupli·ca te licenses from the Department Office in Augusta 
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LAWS PERTAINING TO UVE BAIT AND BAIT DEALERS 
A. Live bait restriction. It is .unlawful for any person to take, sell, use 
or possess, either dead or alive, for use as bait for fishing in inland 
waters, any pickerel, goldfish, yellow µerl.:11, wl1ite perch, bass , sunfish; 
crappie, hornpout, carp, or any spiny-finned fish. 
B .. Importation of bait-fish prohibited. It is unlawful to import into 
this State any live fish, including smelts, which are commonly used for 
h;::iit fishing in inland waters. 
C. Bait Dealer's License. !Lis unlawful for any person to deal -in live 
bait-fish without first obtaining a valid bait·dealer's license. (Note: A bait 
dealer's license is not required of those who take live bait only tor-their 
own use. Howevr.r, ;::i fishinQ license is requ·ired in order for a non-bait 
dealer to t;::ikr. livr. hflit, and he is limited to use of hook and line or bait 
traµ ir1 laki11g the bait.) 
There are two types of bait dealer's licenses. 
1. The n>,fJ11l;ir h;iit rlealer's license costs$15. (annually) and allows the license 
holrler tn t;ikp, minnows and other unprotected ba1t-t1sh tor resale by use of 
hook and line or h;iittr;irs. nr hy 11se ot a seine orbaq net not over 8 feel i11 Lieµll1 
hy 150 feet in lenfJth This lir:P.nsP. also allows the license holder to take smelts 
for resale in accordance with rules which pertain to the taking_ ot smelts. 
Therefore , a person holding the regular ($15.) bait dealer's license may take u.p 
to 2 quarts· of srneltc; ;i rl;iy ;is toJlows: 
a. By hook and line or dip net from inland waters which are naturally free of 
ice and where the-taking of smelts is not p(ohibited by rule ; or 
b. By hook and line throuqh the ice from inland waters which ar.e opent-0 
ir.e fishino for smelts . (Note: There is also a special rule 111 ettect which 
all owe; lir.P.nsP.rl h;:ii.t rlealers to use a dip net in takinq smelts through the ice. 
See rules pertaining to bait dealers at the end ot this section.) 
2. The live smelHait dealer's license costs $62. (annually~ and allows the 
license holder to take, at any time, up to 8 quarts.of smelts a day for resale by 
Lise of rlir nP.t . rlrnp nP.t or hook and line from certain inland waters as 
rlP.sionated · by the Commissioner. A list of these waters is available upon 
request from thP. OP.f)ilrtment Office in Auqusta. (Note : Very few waters rn the 
southern portion of the State are open to the taking of smelts under this license,· 
and bait dealers are encouraged t-o check the list- of designated waters bet ore ·· 
r11rr.h;isino the $62. licensd 
o_ Possession of smelts by bait dealers. Licensed bait dealers may 
possess more than one day's limit of smelts as long as the smelts were 
legally taken. 
E. Permit to take bait from closed waters. Any person (including 
licensed bait dealers) who wishes ·to take . live minnows or other 
unprotected bart-fish from inland waters which are not currently open to 
fishing must first obtain a written permit through the local game warden. 
There is no charge for this permit. (Note: No permit-is required to take 
bait-fish from inland waters during the open fishing season on those 
walers.) 
F. Bait traps to be marked.·All bait traps and bait holding buxes must . 
be marked .with the name ,and·address -of the persun who 1s taking or 
holding thr. h;::iit. 
RULES PERTAINING TO BAIT DEALERS . 
The holder of a live-bait dealer's license issued pursuant to Title 12, 
MRSA, Section 7171 (Regular $15. license), may use a dip-net· to take 
smelts through the ice in the daytime from waters which are open to ice 
fishing for smelts and in the nighttime from waters which are open to ice 
fishing for smelts at night, except that these provisions do not apply to 
waters which are restricted to the taking of smelts by hook and line only 
nr toRoundary Waters between Maine and New Brunswick and between 
Maine·and New Hampshire. ' 
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